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Abstract 

Many recommendation techniques have been developed over the past decade, and major efforts in both academia and industry 
have been made to improve recommendation accuracy. However, it has been increasingly noted that it is not sufficient to have 
accuracy as the sole criteria in measuring recommendation quality, and consider other important dimensions, such as diversity, 
confidence, and trust, to generate recommendations that are not only accurate but also useful to users. More diverse 
recommendations, presumably leading to more sales of long-tail items, could be beneficial for both individual users and some 
business models. The main aim of this paper is to find the best top-N recommendation lists for all users according to two 
measures, they are accuracy and diversity.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recommender systems represent an increasingly well-liked and significant set of individualization technologies that assist 
people to navigate through the huge amount of data. Recommender systems may use either a content-based approach, a 
collaborative approach, or a hybrid approach that combines both content-based and collaborative methods. The content-
based approach recommends items that are similar to items the user preferred or queried in the past. It relies on product 
features and textual item descriptions. The collaborative approach or the collaborative filtering approach may consider a 
users social environment. It recommends item based on the opinions of other customers who have similar tastes or 
preferences as the user. Recommender systems use a broad range of techniques from information retrieval, statistics, 
machine learning and data mining to search for similarities among items and customer preferences. The advantage of 
recommender systems is that they provide personalization for customers of e-commerce, promoting one-to-one marketing. 
Amazon, a pioneer in the use of collaborative recommender systems, offers “a personalized store for every customer” as  
part of their marketing strategy. Personalization can benefit both the consumers and the3 company involved These 
systems try to estimate the ratings of unknown items or products for each user, often based on other users ratings and 
recommended the items with the highest predicted ratings. The recommendation problem is basically on ratings i.e. these 
recommender systems estimate ratings of the items or products that are yet to be used by the users, depending upon the 
ratings of items previously being used. Much research work is going on developing new algorithm focused on improving 
the accuracy of recommendations. However, relying on the accuracy alone may not be enough to find the most relevant 
items or products for a user. The diverse recommendations are also needed to have highly personalized items as a result 
and utilize more opportunities for a user to get recommended such items. Over last 10-15 years, recommender systems 
technologies have been introduced to help people deal with the abundant information and they are widely used in research 
studies as well as in e-commerce applications i.e. few example Amazon, Netflix. The Netflix prize competition was an 
open competition held in 2006-09 for the best recommendation algorithms that could improve the accuracy of user’s 
ratings predictions by 10% over Netflix’s own recommendation engine. In recommender System the property of 
dynamism itself is a blending of different parameters where every parameter might be the center element in improving a 
standalone framework Based on how the qualified information of the client profile is utilized, recommender Systems 
could be separated in three classifications: 
• Content-based (CB): the recommender will recover things whose substance is comparable to those of the profile.  
• Collaborative Filtering (CF): the recommender will recover things dependent upon associations or likenesses between 
client profiles. 
• Hybrid approaches: joining together CB and CF. A standout amongst the most well known proposal frameworks these 
days is the Amazon.com  
 
A crux test is that while the most functional singular or proposals are to be discovered around assorted protests, the most 
dependably precise effects are gotten by systems that prescribe questions dependent upon client or item closeness [10]. 
Proposal frameworks apply information mining strategies to figure out the likeness around thousands or even a huge 
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number of information. Subsequently, assorted qualities is almost always distinguished as nexus size of proposal utility in 
genuine situations, and a major research course to keep in making advancement in this field. The issue of outcomes 
differences has been as of now tended to in IR, however from an alternate edge. The differing qualities extent of indexed 
lists seems to be investigated in the IR field as an intends to address the vagueness or under particular included in client 
questions. Differing qualities is exceptionally alluring characteristics for immediate proposal. ones In generally situations, 
the motivation behind proposal is naturally joined to a thought of disclosure of new things. This is for the most part an 
exceptional approach to improve the risks that the client is satisfied by anyhow some prescribed thing. Bargains assorted 
qualities may improve organizations also, leveraging incomes from business sector specialties [11]. Differing qualities 
have major impact as measurements of proposal utility, generally creators have managed this property as restricting 
objectives to precision, expressing the issue as a multi objective advancement issue, where an optimal exchange off 
between correctness and differences is looked for. Variety and differing qualities are distinctive however identified 
thoughts methods if there is assorted qualities in proposed information, variety is surely show there. The variety of a bit of 
informative data for the most part alludes to how diverse it is regarding "what has been formerly seen or known", by a 
particular client, or by a neighborhood overall. Differences usually applies to a set of things, and is identified with how 
distinctive the things are concerning one another. This is identified with variety in that when a set is various, every thing 
is "novel" as for whatever is left of the set. Additionally, a framework that elevates novel comes about has a tendency to 
produce worldwide differences over the long run in the client experience; and likewise upgrades the worldwide "differing 
qualities of bargains" from the framework point of view. It is worth to make a qualification between singular assorted 
qualities and total assorted qualities. The principal case represents how diverse are things in a suggestion record for a just 
client, which is regularly the idea of differences utilized in generally lives up to expectations. In any case, total differences 
grasped as the aggregate sum of distinctive things a suggestion calculation can furnish to the neighborhood of clients is 
additionally an exceptionally fascinating nature of a RS in general. Suggesting too comparative things is less productive 
for the client and the vendor– than offering a more changed experience. Information Retrieval Diversity for 
Recommender Systems includes both the notion of novelty and serendipity. 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
Several strategies have been proposed to address the problem of diversity. The authors [2] developed an approach that 
combines accuracy focused algorithm and a diversity focused algorithm. According to author such collaborations can 
yield best results balancing both accuracy and diversity, without relying on any semantic or context specific information. 
They used averaging process in their algorithm that supports diversity enhancements. The authors [1] designed some 
ranking based techniques that can improve aggregate diversity of recommendation lists across all users. They conducted 
online experiments on MoviLense, Netix and Yahoo Movies datasets, each operated by different rating prediction 
techniques in combination with the proposed seven different ranking based techniques. For item based popularity ranking 
approach they formed a parameterized function through which the level of accuracy and diversity to be maintained is 
controlled. They proposed precision-in-top-N, a metric to measure the accuracy of the recommendation list and diversity-
in-top-N, a metric to measure the aggregate diversity of recommendation list. The analysis shows that popularity of items 
can be a good tool to enhance the diversity and hence lead to user satisfaction. The authors [3] built a recommender 
algorithm that works for compound products and services instead of just individual items. For this they implemented 
CARD framework which basically separates the utility space and diversity space to avoid the tradeoff between similarity 
and diversity. The algorithm he designed is computationally efficient and outperforms in terms of diversity. The authors 
[4] proposed an approach where position of items in recommendation list has given most importance. Authors said that 
though diversity weather individual or aggregate is achieved, it is not necessary that user will perceive its advantages. A 
well diversifies list may display the similar items at the top of the list and diverse items may be at bottom which is not 
desirable always. Especially it is highly important in case of small screen devices where user is interested in only top few 
recommendations. The authors [5] said that user's interests are always full of uncertainty which could not be addressed by 
top-N list of recommendations easily. Instead of this author proposed a cloud model which is powerful at solving 
knowledge uncertainties. 
 
3. PROPOSED WORK 
The proposed work is mainly concentrate on how tow to improve the diversity and accuracy in recommender systems. The 
diversity can be defined as the how many distinct items or products available to the user. Accuracy and Diversity are the 
two measures available in the recommender systems. The working of proposed approach is as follows. First any one of the 
ranking approach is applied like standard approach and as standard approach will give the best accuracy. There is 
targeted diversity is maintained while recommending the items every time available diversity is matched with the targeted 
diversity. Finally there is some set of recommended items so already recommended items will be replaced by the new 
items.  In this way by maintaining targeted diversity the maximum diversity gain will be get. The experimental results 
will be as shown below. 
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Fig 1. Diversity Measurement in recommender systems 

 
Figure1 shows the Diversity result in recommender systems. The X-axis gives the target Diversity. Y-axis gives the 
Diversity gains. This graph gives the aggregate diversity gains when compared to the traditional techniques.   

 
Fig 2. Accuracy Measurement in recommender systems 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
The problem concerning diversity is to consider the significance of control parameter, which decides the importance 
given to diversity in recommendation Systems. Making a diverse set of recommendations is easy. It is difficult to make 
sure that diverse set contains many products that are relevant to the user input. The focus on similarity is compounded by 
the metrics used to assess recommendation performance. 
As the Recommender Systems are very important now days, it is very important to make distinct items or products to be 
recommended to users. There are many approaches already defined how to improve accuracy and diversity. But they 
failed to get maximum accuracy and maximum diversity at a time. The proposed approach will be used to get maximum 
accuracy and maximum diversity. This will lead to some improvements in the recommender systems. 
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